State of the
Marketing Nation
5 tips to get you through
2020 and beyond
A guide to what’s changed in B2B
marketing and how you can take
the valuable actions required
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Introduction:
What a ride this year has been. We all know it’s been disruptive,
stressful, has caused many people to reassess various aspects of their
lives and has accelerated change like never before.
In marketing we’ve seen events disappear, leaving people scratching
around to replace those lead engines. We’ve seen everyone move to
work from home, meaning direct mail suddenly became ineffective
overnight and telemarketing became extremely challenging.
In light of all these sudden changes, Marketing ROI will no doubt
become a laser focus as companies look to rebuild their lead
generation and establish improved metrics for
measuring success.

So how do you ﬁnd leads
in the current environment?
That’s what we’re here to show you.
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What has 2020 really
done to B2B marketing?
Aside from the lead generation challenges (we will come back
to that later), in order to properly understand how to shift your
marketing focus, we need to look at what’s happening to the
companies you’re targeting that is likely to impact what your
marketing could do for them.

Organisational change is THE business driver
As of now, change is by far the biggest driver for B2B transactions
in the current environment and is set to continue well into 2021
and beyond.
The reasons for this should be obvious; shifting workforces,
leveraging technology to create efficiencies and shifting priorities
based on how we all are set to be living and working for a while.
This is not necessarily new for B2B buyers, most (93% in fact) of
B2B purchases are driven by organisational change, caused by
factors such as changing markets and shifts in organisational focus
and structure.
However, what this year has brought is increased uncertainty and
this is where marketing can step in to help.

TIP 1
Your marketing content should
focus on easing buyer uncertainty.
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It’s all about context:
It’s worth spending some time matching your solutions to
specific areas of organisational change that have a potentially
high impact on a business. Then it’s important to identify what
buyers may be uncertain about in relation to technology that
meets the requirements of that organisational change.
This will then enable you to create content that helps your buyers
feel more confident about the purchases they are investigating.

TIP 2
Research to understand key organisational
changes that relate to your solution, and
focus on enablement content for buyers to
achieve their goals.
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Then it’s about content:
Now you know what areas of change relate to your product/service
segment, and what uncertainty lies in those projects that cause
buyers concern.
The next step is to work backwards from those uncertainties and
create task-based guides that give people a blueprint in how to
proceed with their purchase, and who knows how to do that better
than you?
This can mean actual step by step guides, and template content that
people can re-use. Hubspot is the master of this, even long before
Covid 19 appeared on the scene.

TIP 3
Create task based content that
provides step by step guides to
achieving key tasks to give people
certainty and conﬁdence around how
they are approaching their projects.
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But wait, there’s more:
Very few organisations make it to the realms of “Enablement
Content”, according to Gartner only 20% of marketing content is
focused on enabling buyers to get things done.
This means that your competitors probably aren’t doing it either,
so not only will it make your buyers feel more confident and
empowered, you’ll probably stand out more in the content sea that
surrounds B2B.

TIP 4
Generate content that helps buyers improve
stakeholder buy-in, reduce risk around projects,
calculate project value and understand critical
project components.
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But it’s complicated
According to Gartner, there are now up to an average of 11 people
actively involved in a B2B purchase, and an average of 7 more people
occasionally involved. Up to 15% of the buying cycle can be taken up
by just collating information.
For vendors this creates a significant headache; knowing who all
these people are, knowing where they are, and how to help them in
order to begin building a relationship.

TIP 5
Stakeholder mapping within your key
target accounts will help to connect the
possible buyers and inﬂuencers and to
understand how organisational change
may be impacting them.
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Tool Tip:
Cognism for example is a tool that helps you
map buyers, find buyers and connect and
communicate with them. One of the largest
B2B databases available you can segment by
seniority, job function and many more aspects
of stakeholder mapping.

LEARN MORE
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But I need leads!
Now you’re all set with your content focus, now what?
Obviously digital is crucial but everyone knows this, so it’s
going to be more challenging to get noticed. Following
the tips in this document will help, but what about direct
contact with buyers? How can you get noticed?
Our list of what’s working currently is here:

users

Virtual Round Tables

Getting 10 of your key prospects on
a video call, hosted by a third party
and featuring customer stories. Ticks
that box of making buyers feel more
confident about their projects.

LinkedIn
Sponsored updates
Being very targeted with personalised
content gets you noticed, and LinkedIn
is an excellent platform to do that with.
Done properly, this is proving
extremely effective.

headset

Telemarketing

Yes, it’s still working but the approach
has to be different. Using this medium
to do research and then reach out for
relationship building has never been
more critical.
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envelope
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Email

It’s not perfect, but if your content
strategy is right i.e. giving valuable,
relevant insight, email can still get
you early stage engagement.

film

Animation

A perennial favourite, short, snappy
and creative animations still work well,
particularly with complex products
and services.

browser

A great web experience

If your website isn’t delivering an
experience that reassures buyers
and helps them find what they need
then it’s time for an overhaul.

podcast

Podcasts

B2B is finally appreciating the power of
the podcast and it’s perfect for helpful
content and providing reassurance.
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Get going!
Don’t wait too long to get started, find resources that can help
you deliver all of these things and more. The information is out
there, and so are many buyers that need what you’re selling and
don’t know where to start.

Who can do that better than you?
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